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Abstract: - A novel technique for developing a

This algorithm will provide superior learning

self organized Back Propagation Artificial

ability to the traditional Back-Propagation

Neural Networks (BPANNs) or simply Back

(BP) method in terms of accuracy and speed.

Propagation Neural Network (BPN) with the
help of swarm Intelligence (SI) technique.

Index Terms: Swarms Intelligence, Artificial

This paper proposes an overlapping swarm

Neural Networks, Back Propagation Neural

intelligence algorithm for training of neural

Network, Learning rates, Local minima,

networks in which a particle swarm is

Problem space.
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assigned to each neuron to search for that

Introduction

neuron’s weights. The training of ANN is a

The Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are

difficult task when it’s get into the local

known as the ``universal adaptation model''

minima and causes the low learning rates; it is

and “computational models'' with particular

required of an evolutionary multi dimensional

characteristics such as the ability to learn,

algorithm to seek optimal weight values, the
positional

optimum

dimensional
dynamic

values

optimum

problem

in

space.

and

values
The

in

the
the

approach

discussed throughout in this paper is the

data clustering. A neuron is a smallest
processing unit in neural network. It is a
node that processes all fan-in from other
nodes and generates an output according to a

credit assignment process by first focusing on

transfer

updating

swarms

function. The activation function presents a

Intelligence and then evaluating the fitness of

linear or non linear mapping form the input

the particles using a network. With the proper

to output. Automatic determination of the

adaptation of the

the

optimal number of hidden layers and hidden

proposed method can develop an optimum

nodes in each hidden layer is the most

network within an architecture space for a

significant task. On such complex networks

weights

and

biases

SI-BPN

process,

particular problem. Additionally, it provides a
class list of all other potential configurations.

function

called

as

activation

proper training can also be highly timeconsuming. The optimum number of hidden

nodes/layers might depend on input/output

combined with evolutionary approaches have

vector sizes, training and test data sizes,

been used.

more importantly the characteristics of the
problem, e.g. its non-linearity, dynamic

II.

Fundamental Concept

nature, etc.
A.

Artificial Neural network : BPN

ANNs automatically with respect to a

The

Back

particular problem. The earlier attempts fall

algorithm is currently the most popular

into two broad categories: constructive and

learning rule for performing supervised

pruning algorithms where many deficiencies

learning task [9]. The BP algorithm is a

and limitations have been reported [1][2].

generalization of delta rule known as delta

Efforts

on

rule [10]. The fundamental concept of BP

[3],

can be divided into MLP in FNN and

particularly over Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Backward pass. In a MLP (FNN mode) for

[4] and Evolutionary Programming (EP) [5],

m

Several researchers have attempted to design

have

evolutionary

been

then

algorithms

focused
(EAs)

layers

Most GA based methods have also been
found quite inadequate for evolving ANNs
mainly

due

to

two

major

propagation
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evaluation [6]. Although EP-based methods
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might address such problems, they usually
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suffer from their high complexity and strict
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propagation (BP) algorithm could be an
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neural networks, it typically has a slow
convergence rate and is known to suffer from

B.

Swarm Intelligence : PSO

local minima [7]. To overcome these
limitations alternative approaches such as

Particle

particle

(PSO)

introduce by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy

algorithms, genetic algorithms, and hybrid

in 1995[8], a randomized variable with

approaches which use back propagation

stiffness

swarm

optimization

swarm

optimization

(PSO)

is

based stochastic optimization

technique, stimulated from social behavior of

bird flocking or fish schooling. In the

particle toward its pbest and lbest locations

problem search space, each “bird” is directly

(local version of PSO).

associated with “particle” through one – one
mapping. All of particles have fitness values
which are evaluated by the fitness function
to be optimized, where fitness function has
some specific parameters such as distance,
velocities, which direct the flying of the
particles. The particles moves through the
problem search space by adopting the current
optimum particles’ values obtained by
fitness

function.

PSO considers and have many similarities
with evolutionary computation techniques
such as Evolutionary algorithm, Intelligent

In past several years, PSO has been
successfully applied in many research and
application areas. It is demonstrated that
PSO gets better results in a faster, cheaper
way compared with other methods.
The best part of PSO is comprehension
knowledge using very few parameters and
its’ adjustment. Particle swarm optimization
has been used for serial correlation situation,
NP complete problem, as well as for specific
applications

focused

on

a

specific

requirement.

water drop, Genetic Algorithms (GA). The
stochastic system is initialized with a

Algorithm 1: Particle Swarm Optimization

identified random solutions and searches for

Process.

optima by updating best solution. Each

For each particle

particle keeps track of its coordinates in the

Randomize : Initialize particle values

problem space which are associated with the

End

best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far.

Do

PSO is initialized with a group of random

For each particle

particles and then searches for optima by

Calculate Position fitness value

updating generations. In every iteration, each

If the Position fitness value is better

particle is updated by following “best"
values. The fitness value is also stored. This

than the best fitness value
Then

value is called pbest. Another "best" value
that is tracked by the particle swarm

pbest ← set current value
End

optimizer is the best value, obtained so far

Choose the particle with the best fitness

by any particle in the neighbors of the

value of all the particles as the gbest

particle. The particle swarm optimization

For each particle

concept consists of, at each time step,

Calculate particle velocity

changing the velocity of (accelerating) each

Update particle position

End

III.

Related work

While maximum iterations or minimum error
criteria is not attained

A stochastic search algorithm in MD
problem search space, PSO faces some

Each particle keeps track of its position for
weight updating and its best solution so far
achieved. Where a larger value of δw
indicates that its value was learned more
recently while a smaller value for δw
indicates that the weight was learned less

critical problems such as parameter variation
and performance shift [11]. The next
problem is being trapped in local optima
[12]. Regarding ‘gbest’, ’pbest’ and various
modifications have been proposed in order to
address the different problem we have [13],
[14], [15].

recently.
Algorithm 2: Share weight function (Neural

IV.

Network for each Particle)

Approach

The goal is, to converge and establishment of
Let Pi and Pj be the two Particles that are to

the position and velocity dimension of

share weights

particles in multidimensional search space

Let nni and nnj be the neural networks of Pi

with none linear function. Instead of fixed

and Pj respectively

dimension, this algorithm is design to work

For each weight w in the neural network Do

positional

and

dynamic

environment.

If pi.δw > pj.δw then

dimensional

optima

Non

in

linear

Insert nni’s value for w into nnj

multidimensional PSO process at time t,

Increment pj.δw

each particle p in the swarm,

End if

χ = {x1, x2….xp,…xs} is represented by

If pj.δw > pi.δw then

following characteristics :

Insert nnj’s value for w into nni
Increment pi..δw
End if

( )
,

( ): jth component(dimension)of

the position of particle p, in dimension xdp(t)

End for

( )
,

( ): jth component(dimension)of

the velocity of particle p, in dimension xdp(t)
()
,

( ): jth component (dimension) of

the personal best (pbest) position of particle
p, in dimension xdp(t)

gbest (d): Global best particle index in

Then

( )

(t) =

( )

( )

(9)

dimension d
(t): jth component (dimension)of the

x

global best position of swarm, in dimension
d.
x

( ):

Dimension component of particle p

v

( ):

Velocity component of dimension of

particle p
(t): Personal best dimension component

x

of particle p.
Let f denotes the fitness function, objective

Figure 1: Positional PSO Particle

is to find minimum of f in N dimensional
problem space, for iteration (t+1)
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Figure 2: SI-BPN Particles
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PSO. It can efficiently address the new
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The SI BPN evolutionary technique provides
a generic solution for common drawback of
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weight for BPN in the environment of
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insufficient learning inputs and with the
proper adaptation of SI BPN can evolve to
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Where w stand for weight and c1,c2 are the
acceleration constant.
,
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the optimum network with the architecture
search space. It provides a rank list of all
others potential and optimum configurations.
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The proposed method achieves a superior
generalization of BPN and PSO method with
native feature of having better and faster
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